
Medical Billing Company Forms Internal Medicine Billing Division

Capture Billing & Consulting, Inc. Announces the Formation of their new Internal Medicine Medical Billing

Division to assist Physicians with their Medical Billing

Loudoun County, VA - Capture Billing & Consulting, Inc., a medical billing company located in South

Riding, Virginia, is pleased to announce the formation of the Internal Medicine Medical Billing

Division supervised by Britt Hansen, CPC (Certified Professional Coder).

According to ACP (American College of Physicians) “doctors of Internal Medicine focus on adult

medicine and have had special study and training focusing on the prevention and treatment of adult

diseases”. These doctors are often sought out by other physicians as consultants to assist in the

analysis of perplexing diagnoses.

Internal medicine brings a new variety

of diagnoses and procedures to the

medical billing field. This is why

Capture Billing has decided to form a

division solely focused on Medical

Billing for Internal Medicine. Britt will

be overseeing her team of CPCs to

ensure all medical claims are submitted

with the correct diagnosis codes.

“The broad spectrum of diagnoses and

procedures within Internal Medicine

has increased my knowledge and

understanding of the specific codes insurance companies require to process these individual

claims”, says Britt.

Britt and her team will handle posting, patient billing functions and billing inquiry calls in addition

to guiding doctors and their staff throughout the entire Internal Medicine Billing process; from

charge entry, insurance claims submission and denial management to revenue follow-up. Capture

wants to ensure that physicians and their medical practices are paid for all services they provide,

which will help increase their revenue.

Capture will meet with individual Internal Medicine practices and their staff to examine billing and

coding concerns and review the medical billing process. These meetings are also used to review

monthly reports containing but not limited to; current A/R, practice analysis and patient and

insurance outstanding detail.

They will review monthly reports assisting individual practices with their revenue growth.

For more information on Capture Billing and its new Internal Medicine Billing division please visit:

http://www.capturebilling.com



ABOUT CAPTURE BILLING

Capture Billing and Consulting, Inc., a leader in the outsourced medical billing services industry,

offers one of the most cost effective outsourcing solutions to healthcare professionals available. By

eliminating the need of an in-house medical billing staff, Capture Billing's staff of expert medical

billers and certified professional coders help to increase physician reimbursement by improving

collection rates and ensuring proper ICD-9 and CPT coding. Practicing physician and CEO, Dr. John

D. Farrell, Jr., formed Capture Billing in 2004 as the answer to one of the largest concerns

physicians face today, how to receive proper insurance reimbursement for services they provided.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Capture Billing & Consulting Inc.

25055 Riding Plaza, Suite 160

South Riding, VA 20152

(703) 327-1800

Contact: Manny Oliverez

Website: http://www.CaptureBilling.com


